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Author Dorsey Hall’s New Book “Randi’s Candy Caper: Another McCall
Mystery” is a Gripping Tale of Murder Set Amid the Rolling Hills of
Kentucky Bluegrass Country

Recent release “Randi’s Candy Caper: Another McCall Mystery” from Page Publishing author
Dorsey Hall is a suspenseful legal drama in which a father-daughter legal team battles to help
a friend accused of murder.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (PRWEB) March 12, 2018 -- Dorsey Hall, a retired Bank President/CEO, after writing it
almost 10 years ago, has finally completed his book “Randi’s Candy Caper: Another McCall Mystery”.
Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, Dorsey Hall’s murder mystery is a suspenseful and
engaging read for fans of crime drama.

Randi McCall is at it again! Barely settled back into normal office hours after their last adventure, an urgent
phone call changes her day. She is determined and headstrong, as she is flung into the middle of a murder case
involving an old friend and sorority sister, Candyce Trenna, nicknamed Candy.

Oblivious to the possibility Candy is guilty, Randi strategizes to clear her friend. The case becomes widely
challenging when multiple suspects and events appear relevant, causing her to reach out for help from her
cousin Russell Taul, the investigator, and her skeptical law partner, her dad.

Based in the southern charm of the bluegrass and heart of horse country, they travel from Lexington, Kentucky,
to New York City and beautiful Boca Grande, uncovering the most critical evidence in search of answers.
Encounters with old friends and places give an ongoing uncertainty and widening suspicion.

Every clue, every person reveals information, and more questions, as Randi hurries to solve the case before
Candy’s murder trial begins with an outcome most certainly a conviction.

Readers who wish to experience this gripping and potent work can purchase “Randi’s Candy Caper: Another
McCall Mystery” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or
Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York-based full-service publishing house that handles all the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with logistics like
eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes, and the like. Its roster of
accomplished authors and publishing professionals allows writers to leave behind these complex and time-
consuming issues to focus on their passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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